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Experimental and FDTD-Computed
Radiation Patterns of Cellular Telephones
Held in Slanted Operational Conditions

Gianluca Lazzi, Shyam S. Pattnaik, and Om P. Gandhi

Abstract—The objective of this paper is to investigate, numerically
and experimentally, the radiation patterns of various commercial cellular
telephones held in a realistically slanted position relative to the head, to
understand the performance of such devices for normal use conditions.
The investigation has been performed with and without the human head
model at an angle of 30� with respect to the vertical. To avoid the
stair-step modeling of the cellular telephone for the finite-difference time-
domain (FDTD) formulation, the head has instead been tilted forward by
30� and a transformation of coordinates in the FDTD calculation has
been used to obtain the desired vertical and horizontal polarizations. We
show that the FDTD method gives results that are in good agreement
with measurements, both for shape and gain of the radiation patterns,
for all of the considered mobile telephones that use several types of
antennas. Generally, a decrease of the cellular telephone gain for the
vertical component of the field has been observed as compared to the
vertical configuration of the telephone and also a decrease in gain is
obtained when the phone is held against the human head. Furthermore,
it is shown that the FDTD method is capable of providing fairly accurate
results even for radiation patterns at a slanted angle and modeling of
realistic cellular telephones.

Index Terms—Cellular telephones, dosimetry, FDTD, radiation pat-
terns.

I. INTRODUCTION

The wireless telephone market has grown rapidly in the last few
years. The demands of highly efficient and compact devices that
comply with the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) 1996
Safety Guidelines [1] is now more than ever a top issue. This rapid
expansion has pushed the research toward the necessity of finding
suitable methods capable of testing mobile devices for radiation
pattern performance and safety concerns.

At this time, various research groups in the world seem to have
focused on two methods: experimental measurements [2] and finite-
difference time-domain (FDTD) [3], [4] computation [5]–[9]. While
experimental measurements make use of the actual mobile telephone
being tested, there is still a question on the appropriateness of repre-
senting the human head with simplified phantoms that for compliance
testing include, at most, three to four tissue-type materials. The
FDTD method, on the other side, has also been questioned on the
relative lack of detailed representation of the actual wireless telephone
though the human head can be modeled with an anatomically realistic
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heterogeneity. To remove this perceived deficiency, some recent work
has successfully imported in the FDTD grid computer-aided design
(CAD) telephone models [5] even though proof of accuracy of FDTD
results for wireless telephone modeling has previously been presented
for several configurations [6], [7].

In this paper, we focus our attention on the far-field radiation
patterns of wireless telephones in presence and absence of the human
head model. Some results on this issue have been presented in
the past [8], [9]. In [10], we have considered experimental and
numerical far-field patterns of telephones held vertically in presence
and absence of the human head model. This configuration is not very
realistic since telephones are often held slanted relative to the head.
Both experimental and numerical methods now allow us to consider
realistic positioning of the cellular telephone, thereby permitting the
analysis of realistic cases of tilted positions of the telephone that
may give results that differ considerably from those obtained with
vertical cellular telephones. This is extremely important in the design
process of a mobile telephone to test its performance for normal use
conditions.

Numerical and experimental results show good agreement both for
gain and shape of the radiation patterns. Some differences are ascribed
to different head models used for the two methods that mainly create
some differences in the depth of the nodes.

II. NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The need to tilt the numerical head model instead of the telephone
complicates the calculation of the radiation pattern slightly. The
situation is depicted in Fig. 1. Fig. 1(a) shows the placement of the
head and telephone models in the FDTD grid, while Fig. 1(b) shows
the setup of the experimental conditions corresponding to the desired
configuration.

The anatomically based model used for the computations has been
described in our earlier publications (see e.g., [11]). This is a model
with a resolution of 1.974� 1.974� 3 mm derived from the magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) scans of a male volunteer. Fourteen tissue
types have been identified in the model, including muscle, fat, skin,
cartilage, nerve, blood, parotid gland, CSF, eye humour, sclera, lens,
pineal gland, pituitary gland, and brain. The most recent properties
available in the literature [13] have been assigned to each of the
tissues. The head model has been tilted forward by 20�, 30�, and
45�, as needed [12], by using a “best fitting” technique. For the
present calculations, we have chosen a 30�-tilt angle since this seems
to correspond to a typical angle that people use to hold cellular
telephones. The main reason we decided to tilt the head instead
than the cellular telephone is that in this way, it is much easier
to model the telephone accurately without resorting to staircasing.
This is particularly important especially for the correct modeling
of the antenna. Most of today’s mobile telephone antennas involve
components (such as helical antennas) that are very difficult to model
with a tilted version of the handset.

An FDTD mesh of 153� 173� 140 cells has been necessary for
each simulation involving the human head model, while a mesh of
51� 68� 140 has been adequate for the simulation of the handset
in air needed for calculations of the radiation patterns in the absence
of the head. The retarded time (RT) boundary conditions [14] have
been used for all simulations.

In the experimental setup, the Utah heterogeneous model [15] has
been used. The skull is simulated by 5–7-mm-thick KCl solution-
laced epoxy composition, while the other tissues have been realized
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. The setup used for the radiation pattern calculation. (a) Numerical. (b) Experimental.

by different compositions of water, salt, polyethylene powder, and the
gelling agent TX 151.1 The head is mounted on a turntable driven
by a stepper motor as explained in [7]. The system is fully computer
controlled and capable of displaying the measured radiation pattern
in less than 8 min.

III. RESULTS

For brevity, this section focuses on the results obtained for three
representative telephones equipped with different antennas, even
though results for several other telephones have also been obtained
in our laboratory.

The first two telephones (referred to as device number 3) are
equipped with monopole antennas of length 15 and 7.2 cm, respec-
tively, while the third telephone (devices number 1) utilizes a whip
antenna consisting of a helical part at its base and an upper monopole.
The helical antenna has been modeled following the approach de-
scribed in [10]. In this approach, the helix is replaced by a stack
of equivalent electric and magnetic sources of appropriate relative
weigths in order to reconstruct the near- and far-field generated by
the helix. All the three telephones have the midband frequency of
835 MHz.

The telephones have been activated for the experimental measure-
ments by using test mode. Therefore, no cables have been used to feed
power in order to avoid any kind of interference or modification in
their radiation patterns from normal use condition. The only problem
of this approach is given by the fact that in some of the cases
the actual radiated power from the cellular telephone is not known
exactly. Moreover, often the radiated power of the actual telephones
could be a function of the battery charge. The quantity that can be
measured is the gain-power product (EIRP) and, therefore, the exact
measure of the gain can be done only when the radiated power
is known. Table I reports the EIRP and the gain of the vertical
components of the telephones tilted at a 30� in air (in dBi) measured
and FDTD-computed for an assumed radiated power of 600 mW
for device numbers 1 and 3, and 380 mW for device number 2.
For telephones numbers 1 and 3, 600 mW is the nominal radiated
power given by the manufacturers, while for telephone number 2,
the power quoted is the measured power delivered to the antenna
as measured between forward and reflected power at the antenna
terminals. Some of the difference in calculated and measured gain

1Available from Oil Center Research, P.O. Box 51871, La Fayette, LA.

TABLE I
MAXIMUM GAIN FOR THE THREE CONSIDERED TELEPHONES INAIR. THE

HANDSET IS POSITIONED AT A 30� ANGLE WITH RESPECT TO THEVERTICAL.
ALSO REPORTED THEMAXIMUM MEASURED GAIN-POWER PRODUCT

TABLE II
MAXIMUM GAIN FOR THE THREE CONSIDERED TELEPHONES IN THE

PRESENCE OF THEHUMAN HEAD. THE HANDSET IS POSITIONED

AT A 30� ANGLE WITH RESPECT TO THEVERTICAL. ALSO

REPORTED IS THE MAXIMUM MEASURED GAIN-POWER PRODUCT

may therefore be due to the fact that the actually radiated power
for experimental measurements is sligthly less than the assumed
power.

Table II gives the maximum vertical component effective isotropic
radiated power (EIRP) and gain of the three telephones when they
are held at an angle of 30� in presence of the human head. The
aforementioned uncertainty in the actually radiated power is also
valid in this case. Moreover, the shapes and compositions of the
head models used for the measurements (homogeneously filled with
tissue-simulant materials) and calculations (anatomically based with
a 14-tissue composition) are different, which may partially explain
the differences in maximum gain between measurements and com-
putations. In addition, experimental gains could be lower since, in
practice, the presence of the head affects the antenna matching,
resulting in a lower actual power radiated from the telephone that
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Fig. 2. FDTD computed and measured radiation pattern for telephone no. 1 in air. Tilt angle= 30
�.

Fig. 3. FDTD computed and measured radiation pattern for telephone no. 1 in presence of the head model. Tilt angle= 30
�.

may contribute to increase the difference between experimental and
FDTD computed results.

Fig. 2 shows the comparison between numerically computed and
experimental vertical component of the radiation patterns for the
telephone no. 1, in air. This radiation pattern is for the case of a
30� tilted handset. The two sets of data agree well both in gain and
shape in all the directions. Compared to radiation pattern of the same
telephone in air held in vertical position, we observed that tilting the

phone caused a gain reduction in the first and second quadrants and
a decrease in maximum gain of about 1 dBi.

The radiation pattern of this telephone is substantially affected in
the presence of the human head model. Fig. 3 shows the comparison
of the vertical component of the far field for telephone no. 1
held at a 30� angle against the vertically held human head model.
The numerically calculated and measured radiation patterns agree
extremely well. With respect to the case the of vertical held telephone
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and 30� tilted telephone, in the case of tilted handset we observed a
lower gain for almost three quadrants.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper investigates in detail the far field of actual cellular
telephones held at a realistic position in proximity of the human
head—numerically and experimentally. The telephones have been
placed at a typical angle of 30� with respect to the vertical. The
FDTD method and the measurement system provided results in good
agreement, both in shape and gain of the radiation patterns, for all
the considered mobile telephones equipped with various different
antennas. We have observed a slight decrease of the cellular telephone
performance with respect to the vertical position, while a sensible
decrease in gain has been found when the phone is held against
the human head. This investigation confirms that the FDTD method
is a valuable technique to design cellular telephone antennas, being
capable of providing accurate results even in challenging conditions
involving radiation patterns at tilted angles and modeling of realistic
cellular telephones. The technique could be extremely important in
the design of mobile telephone since it allows to predict correctly the
behavior of the telephone in normal use conditions.
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Loop-Shield-Loop Shielding Effectiveness

R. C. Hansen and J. Ronald Moser

Abstract—The 1967 formulation by Moser of the shielding effectiveness
of a metal sheet on a small loop is extended to loop-to-loop coupling.
The integration of flux through the receiving loop simply adds another
J0(ka) Bessel function to the Moser integrands; the result is a monotonic
variation of coupling with loop spacing, unlike the original results.

Index Terms—Antennas, electromagnetic coupling, loops, near fields,
shielding effectiveness.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic shielding of rooms or equipment through use of
metal walls or sheets has been important for many decades and is now
even more necessary with the burgeoning number of RF transmitters
of all types. For plane wave sources, there are well-known simple
formulas for transmission through a metal sheet or through a multiple
layer wall, using A-B-C-D or equivalent chain matrices. Often, the
frequencies of interest are sufficiently low that the metal wall is in the
near field of a source or a test antenna. For these cases, the shielding
effectiveness (SE) may be significantly different than for the plane
wave case.

Moser [1], in a classic paper obtained the SE of a metal wall when
the source antenna is an electrically small loop and when the wall is in
its near field. The loop magnetic field was expanded into an integral
of plane waves; each plane wave component could then be propagated
through the wall. The result is a quotient of two integrals involving
the J1 Bessel function. Computations were performed by Ryan [2]
for two thicknesses of copper, aliminum, and steel walls. Suffice it to
say here that excellent agreement existed with measurements; these
will be discussed later. Approximate formulas for thin and for thick
walls (in skin depths) were given by Bannister [3], [4].

Although Moser formulated the exact near-field produced by the
loop and shielding metal wall, the shielding effectiveness formula
gave field on the transmitting loop axis. When calculations (described
later) are made versus loop-observation point spacing, the shielding
shows a “bathtub” shape, that is a minimum shielding occurs for spac-
ing comparable to loop radius. Of most practical interest, however,
is coupling between two identical loops; this requires an integration
of flux through the receiving loop. In this paper, the modified Moser
shielding effectiveness formula is given and results are compared
with those from the earlier formula.
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